Humphrey Head & Holker Hall:
This short ride has a bit of everything- the delights of Cartmel with its Priory, lovely square and range of cafes, pubs and
restaurants, a chance to walk to the end of Humphrey Head for spectacular views of Morecambe Bay and the option to visit
the splendid house and gardens at Holker Hall. The ride heads due south from Cartmel, climbing gently then dropping
steeply to cross the B5277 and passing Wraysholme Tower. Stay on your bike and follow the road to its end at the edge of
the bay, however, on a fine day it’s worth locking up your bike and walking out to Humphrey Head for the view. Back on
your bike through Flookburgh to The Green from where you have the option to visit Holker Hall. From Holker Hall you can
take an offroad route directly back to Cartmel racecourse or re-join the main route at The Green for a tarmac option back to
the start. By train, book your bike to Cartmel and start your ride from point number 10

Grade: Strenuousness 2, Navigation 2, Technicality 2
Start/Finish: Cartmel
Distance: Approx. 8 miles (13km)
Time: 1.5– 3hours
Terrain: Quiet country lanes
Maps: OS Landranger 97, OS Explorer OL 7,
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From the square in Cartmel head towards the Priory, past the Kings Arms pub.
At the cross roads (Give Way) on the edge of the village go straight ahead (sign posted Allithwaite, Grange)
After ½ mile, on a sharp left hand bend, bear right, (signposted Templand)
Gentle climb. On descent, on another sharp left hand bend, bear right on Templand Lane (NB not sharp right to BoarBank Hall)
5. At cross roads (Give Way) with B5277 go straight ahead (signposted Holy Well 1 ¾ , Humphrey Head 1 ½ )
6. At T junction, shortly after the level crossing, turn left (no sign)
7. Follow this road to its end at the tip of Humphrey Head for fine views of Morecambe Bay. For better views still, lock
up your bikes near the Field Centre (signposted up to the left off the road to the coast about ¾ mile after the level crossing) and walk along the top of Humphrey Head.
8. Retrace your route. At the first road junction follow the road to the Left.
9. At the T junction at the en of willow lane turn right (Sticky Toffee Pudding Factory ahead).
10. At the T junction with Market street in the centre of Flookburgh turn right then after 200 yards turn left onto Green
Lane, just before the Crown Inn.
11. After ½ mile, at the T junction with a stone wall and house ahead turn right then shortly left, (signposted Cartmel)
12. After just over 1 mile, turn right at the T junction then after 400yds take the first left (signposted Cartmel Priory) to
return to the square.
11. Option to visit Holker Hall. After ½ mile at the t junction with stone wall and house ahead, turn L. At the next T junction turn right then after 50 yards turn left uphill through a gate.
A. Go through another gate. At T-junction with a wooden Bridleway sign ahead and a track to your right, turn sharp left
uphill.
B. Emerge on the B5278 opposite Holker Hall. Cross with care and proceed along the road opposite to the Hall. (there is
no entrance fee to pay if you just wish to visit the café)
Retrace your route from Holker Hall, (take care crossing the B5278) on to minor lane opposite and, climbing steeply,
follow the road for ¾ mile to the end of tarmac.
C. Follow the outward route , turning sharp right on the tarmac lane between stone walls and follow through two gates to
return to The Green at point 11. Bear left the shortly after left again at the next T junction ( signposted Cartmel 1 ¼ )
Follow route instruction 12 to return to Cartmel.

